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Lifes Rich Pageant
R.E.M.

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE---------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the #
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research. #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#
Subject: REM Chords - Lifes Rich Pageant

       Begin The Begin
       ===============

       {Intro}

       G(3) :  ------------0-2-0----
       D(2) :  --0-h-2-h-4-------4-0-  F# chord
       
       F#                      A      
       A birdy and a hand for life s rich demand
              E                     F#       {Intro}
       The insurgency began and you missed it
       F#                     A  
       I looked for it and I found it
                       E                  F#    F#7
       Miles Standish proud congratulate me
            D
       When the land and sky murders you    (???)
       
       {same as before}

       Life s rich demand creates supply and demand
       Of the powers the only book that matters
       Silence means security silence means approval
       We have Zenith on the TV tiger run around the tree
       Follow the leader run the churn into butter
       
       D
       Let s begin again begin the begin
       F#                       A
       Let s begin again like Martin Luther Zen
             E               F#           {Intro}
       The mythology begins the begin
       F#
       Answer me a question I can t itemize
                        A
       I can t think clearly look to me for reason
                                    E                  F#   F#7
       It s not there I can t even rhyme begin the begin



       
       
       F                             G {keys walkdown}   C#
       Example the finest example is you
       
       F            G      F        G  
       Let s begin again begin the begin
       F           G     F      G
       Let s begin again
       
       
       

       Begin The Begin (Another interpretation)
       ========================================

       
       -----------------------
       -----------------------
       0-2-4-------4-0--------    This is the part that begins the song and
       ------0-2-0------------    is used in most of it
       -----------------------
       -----------------------
       
       And the rest of it follows this pattern
       
         F#                         A
       Birdie in the hand, for the lights which demand
                E                        F#
       The insugency which began and we missed it
               D
       The philanderers tied the murderer s shoes
       

       
       
       These Days
       ==========
       
       Riff :     E(1) -0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-5-3-0-
                  B(2) -5-5-5-5-5-5-5-0-0-0-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-3-
                  G(3) -----------------2-2-------------------   Achord Echord
       
       E                           D  A   E      
       Now I m not feeding off you I will rearrange your scales 
            G        Gsus4
       If I can and I can
       E                    D A           
       Marching the ocean marching to the sea
       
                     G                         Gsus4
       I had a hat I put it down into some  quicksand 
                       G



       Picked it up slapped it on my head
       B
       All the people gather
       Em      Em/F#  Em/G
       Carry each his burden
               A                 C              Em
       We are young despite the years we are concern
             E/F#      E/G       A   Asus2
       We are hope despite the times
       Em G             A
       Settle on these days
              C                 Em                         
       Happy throngs take this joy wherever, wherever....
       
       


